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Tomorrow Never Knows

Sunday, September 1
RICH, man! Just remember all of us poor peons from La Jolla High when your mug is splashed across the cover of
People magazine: Blake Hawkes, Inventor of the Year…”
Not bothering to reply, Blake inhaled deeply from the joint he was
Carter got from his licensed supplier up in Humboldt was always a cut
above the rest. Blake indulged infrequently these days, but whenever
ing back in some celestial hammock, watching half-formed ideas rise
up from his subconscious and connect in a vast Hegelian constellation.
It was another joint from Carter, rediscovered in a desk drawer,
that had inspired his solution to the quantum communication prob-

that morning, despite his promise to Mel that he would keep it under
wraps. It was okay, he knew—Blake could trust Carter with anything.
-
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vention of yours lets anyone communicate instantly with someone else,
wherever they might happen to be—across the universe even, to quote
the late, great John Lennon?”
And
curring between the two points.”
Blake lay back on the smooth wooden planks, staring up at the
blue sky as his bare chest and legs soaked up the warmth of the sun.
It was Sunday morning of the long Labor Day weekend, and not a car

built on one of the highest points of their residential La Jolla neighborhood, and the roof had a commanding view of the tree-lined landscape
around them. Spending time there always left him with the feeling
that the world was somehow under control.
This is what life is about, he thought: catching rays and sharing
covered the rolling seven-mile course at a good clip, too. How long
was it since he and Carter and the other guys had brought home the
Division II high school cross-country championship? Nine years…an
eternity. His training was more hit-or-miss these days, but it was nice
to know he could still turn it on when he wanted to.
detaching from his worries and drifting down a quiet river, leaving all
of them far behind: the breakup with Ann, his misgivings about his
post-academic career, and now this latest twist—the sudden request
Feds about his work, he thought, but why the mystery?

convergence is going to turn the whole multiple universe concept on
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its head.”
hatched—remember?”

questions.”

Mel

-

“Is everything okay?” he asked.

he hung up.

and spy agency in the world knocking on your door. You lost me with
that last part, though. How can the two thingamajigs communicate if

trons that are generated at the same time in a way that leaves them
linked forever, no matter how far they are from each other—like psychic twins separated at birth.”
“When you bring one of these linked electrons out of its entangled
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other galaxy and its counterpart would respond instantly back here on

messages, like Morse code dots and dashes—right?”

can control is whether you collapse an electron out of its entangled state or not.”
code that way?”
“Because that poses another problem. Just by checking a particle,
So when you look at a collapsed particle you can never tell whether
you collapsed it yourself, or if your counterpart at the other end of the

envelope with a white piece of paper inside. Meanwhile, I have a speyour envelope, the paper inside will randomly turn either red or blue.
At that same instant, the paper in my matching magic envelope will
means that any time you open your envelope and see that the paper is

“Now, my matching envelope works exactly the same way in reverse. When I open my envelope and see that my paper is blue, I know

“Right—an instantaneous exchange of information! And since
right?”
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tell if a paper has already changed color inside the envelope, because

information. Say you want to send me a prearranged signal by opening

to look inside each of my closed envelopes without opening them—
which is impossible.”
“I get it. A Catch-22….” Carter squinted skyward. “But you found
a way around it.”
that when you bring together enough entangled electrons, it curves
time slightly. It turns out you can see this time shift if you run a micro-

electrons out of entanglement it slows the beam down just a fraction,
you actually can
ing electrons in a deliberate pattern with a laser while someone at the
other end monitors the changes in the microwave transmission.”
Blake nodded. “About six months ago.” As he spoke, his mind
breakthrough, and his feeling of euphoria when he realized that the
theory was holding up.
enough entangled particles together in one location to test the theory
could hold a billion or more entangled electrons for a sustained period
of time.”
“And you did that, too.”
“Yup.”
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ence, dude. It all sounds a little spooky, though.”

ally existed. He was convinced the theory was mistaken, or at least
incomplete.”

issues were solved, it was just a matter of developing the hardware—

how it works?”

A minute later, Blake climbed back up the stairway to the roof with
two identical black leather suitcases in his hands.
each other,” he said. “I just put the crystals in. Normally I keep them

fect gets too faint to measure.”
Placing the cases carefully on the large picnic table at the center of
around bench. Raising its hinged seat, he removed some blankets from

rectangular object wrapped in heavy plastic. Setting the bundle down
on the bench, he peeled away the covering to reveal an old manual

that
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tect analog.”
He plugged the turntable into a weather-protected outlet, then

, with its iconic urinePlease Please
Me, graced by the grinning faces of an impossibly young John, Paul,
George and Ringo.
Carter stared open-mouthed. “Hawkman, you never told me you
sleeves were two vintage records—

give you that.” He took one of the albums from Blake and turned it

of the old War on Drugs—an excuse for the cops to keep the popula-

you like, over there on the other side of the ocean.”
Carter ignored him. “Lately, with these wireless probes,” he conchance to tell you this, but my cousin and a bunch of her friends actually got arrested last spring when some Cultural Hygiene goons did a
“What did they get caught with?”

is, it was illegal, the Feds found it on their computers, and they were
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screwed.”
“What happened to them?”

kicked out of college, maybe even gone to jail. My aunt and uncle were
pretty freaked out by the whole thing.”

to?”
“Yeah, except the only music kids get to hear now is that bland,
turned on to Santana, or Little Richard, or Phish.”
Carter. “If the Republicans score another big win in November like
“Maybe Fish will surprise everyone,” said Blake.
While they were speaking, Blake had hooked an output wire from
the turntable to one of the black cases. Next, he pulled a headset with
earphones and attached microphone out of a compartment in the sec-

on the turntable.

pointed at this exact spot to hear it. Now, get ready for a treat!”
Switching the turntable on, he lowered the stylus to the spinning
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at Blake and shook his head.
“I stand by what I said about the risk and all,” he said. “But man,
do I like it.” Replacing the phones, he reached for the still-smoldering

-

his hometown for a while, he knew. In two days he was heading back

driving down a jam-packed freeway with no exit ramp in sight.
meeting with Federal agents. How did they hear about the project, he
asked himself for what felt like the hundredth time, when Mel had
been planning to sit on the news until next week?
Slow down, he thought, recalling the words of a former meditation instructor. Live in the moment. He glanced over at Carter, who had

fortune: Carter had been due to return Stateside in mid-September,
a fortnight early.

A lucky break for me, Blake thought. He had a sudden rush of nostalgia for their high school years, when the world revolved around
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running, music, academics and girls, all blending into what seemed
now like an endless procession of shimmering, carefree days.
“What if we try talking over it while I make a run to my house? I can
throw some beers in a cooler and be back here in twenty minutes.”

“
block!”
Carter heaved a sigh. “Hawkman, this is like having a new Maserati
and being afraid to drive it. Your invention is begging to be road testworld?”
Blake hesitated. Fucking Carter! He knew just how to push his
buttons.
phone and speaker at one end. Just wear it like a backpack and speak

run like a snakebit coyote.”
Blake picked up the headphones connected to the second black
tening, so keep talking as you go. I want to know right where you are,
every step of the way.”
“Roger that.”
As Carter headed down the inner stairway, Blake suddenly heard

Paper?”
“Loud and clear,” said Blake.
“Beautiful! Here we go…down the stairs, past the empty master bedroom—parents and little sister away for the long Labor Day
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friend…”
Blake listened to the sound of the front door opening and clickering the familiar furlong to my own Leave it to Beaver domicile—the
prodigal son, back from the Peace Corps, future unplanned, direction
unknown. His progressive parents, disturbed by the situation, struggle
valiantly not to show it as they gradually become reconciled to the fact
that their son will not
crophone on his own headset.

which is not such a bad idea, by the way. Anyhow, the old homestead
is coming into sight….”
a very

-

zones.
“What can I do for you, sir?” he heard Carter say.

seat of the car.”

other way I can, though.”
cold. “You can help

get in the fucking
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car.”
“Yes sir,” Carter said. His voice, more distant now, had the respectful tone of someone who had seen more than his share of violence and
knew all too well what the authorities were capable of.

were holding the transceiver, he realized, unaware that he was listening in. He quickly reached for the mute switch on his own transmitter

“You sure this is a good move?” one of them said. “It could tip
bell and invite him for a ride. Remember, keep it polite. We just want
him to come downtown so we can have a little chat about his school
project.”

lieve me. Anyway, what choice did we have? HQ gave explicit instruc-

“What about Mr. Peace Corps here?”

“Sounds good. Any idea what this thing does, by the way?”
think….”

